
The word gospel is an old-English translation of the Greek word euangelion
meaning the good news. Around the time of Christ, that Greek word had a special
association with the accession of a new Roman emperor as the divine protector of
the realm. That Greek word is also the root for the English word evangelical,
generally meaning one committed to the good news of Jesus Christ as Savior of the
world. The gospel thus refers to the uniquely good, profound, and extraordinary
news of Jesus’s salvation and all that salvation means, both heavenly paradise for
the believer at death and kingdom flourishing for communities of believers on earth.
Common usage also applies the word gospel to each of the first four New Testament
books the Gospel of Matthew, Gospel of Mark, Gospel of Luke, and Gospel of
John, witnessing to that good news, books that we know more simply as Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John. The book of Acts, a continuation of Luke’s gospel, gives an
account of the apostles carrying the gospel to the early church.

Readers may at first find curious that the New Testament has four parallel books,
each of which records events across the course of Jesus’s life. The books both
overlap in their accounts and offer distinct events that the other gospel books do not
include. They also occasionally differ in tiny, largely immaterial respects in some of
their common accounts. While to some, those differences would appear to
undermine the accuracy of the differing accounts, those who study and know how
humans witness and record events tell us that minute differences make the accounts
more credible, not less credible. Perfectly matched testimony among eyewitnesses
means a manufactured and rehearsed account. Credible testimony will differ in
small and largely immaterial details, given the witnesses’ different perspectives and
memories.

The New Testament’s four gospel books serve other purposes beyond adding
weight and credibility to the record of Jesus’s words and life. Each book had a
different author who wrote at a different time, drawing on different sources, for a
different audience. The authors’ multiple viewpoints, drawing on their different
backgrounds, skills, and interests, add a richness to the whole record that a single
author could not have matched. While readers may each find their favorite gospel
book, no one who knows well the four-book gospel record would wish to do
without any of the four books. Readers also draw more from one gospel book than
another, at different times on different topics for different insights. Every famous
ancient life should have multiple chroniclers, although few do. Experts who study
and know these things regard the gospel record to be so reliable compared to other
ancient chronicles of other famous lives, as to be beyond reasonable challenge.

But that argument for veracity is beside the basic point for followers of Jesus
Christ. As the gospel books make clear, and following books and letters illustrate



and emphasize, at some point we must each choose to believe or reject God’s truth.
Belief of anything, even whether the sun will rise in the morning, takes at least
some degree of trust and faith. Rejection of God’s truth doesn’t make God any less
a truthteller. Don’t read the four gospel books for whether they correctly relate real
events and true words of the world’s Savior, God incarnate Jesus Christ. Believe
that they do, as indeed they do. And then learn from them, as the Spirit will then
guide you. Let those who have ears to listen hear and those who have eyes to see
look.


